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Trappola velenosa. Young Sherlock
Holmes
Young Sherlock Holmes finds himself immersed in a
new mystery when he attends a trapeze performance
at the magnificent Crystal Palace where the troupe's
star falls to his death.
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The Flash by Grant Morrison & Mark
Millar
In this acclaimed collaboration, iconic comic book
creators Grant Morrison (MULTIVERSITY) and Mark
Millar (THE AUTHORITY) conspire to put the Scarlet
Speedster through the most grueling and lifechanging challenges they can conjure up! First, the
Flash must battle against every heroÕs nightmareÑa
sentient super-costume that consumes the life force
of anyone who wears it. Then, the Fastest Man Alive
must find a way to counter his old foe the Mirror
Master before everyone he cares about is reverseaged out of existence. After that, Wally West barely
has time to breathe before heÕs forced to enter a
race spanning all of time and space against an
unbeatable opponentÑwith the loserÕs world to be
erased from existence! Of course, with friends like Jay
Garrick, Max Mercury, and Jesse Quick by his side, the
Keystone Comet can face down nearly any threat
imaginableÑbut not even an entire team of
speedsters can outrun death itself. And when the
Black Flash comes for him, Wally will have to go
deeper into the Speed Force than heÕs ever daredÑor
lose everything he holds dear! Morrison and Millar are
joined by artists Paul Ryan, John Nyberg, Ron Wagner,
Pop Mhan and many more for a celebrated run with
comicsÕ most celebrated runner in THE FLASH BY
GRANT MORRISON & MARK MILLARÑcollecting THE
FLASH #130-141, GREEN LANTERN #96 and GREEN
ARROW #130.

The Danger of Gender
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After the explosive conclusion to their Gemworld
adventure, the Young Justice team is having a tough
time finding their way back to their Earth. Then,
Naomi joins the team and the stage is set for an epic
Wonder Comics crossover, with Naomi, the Wonder
Twins, and Young Justice, together for the first time,
tackling the biggest mysteries of the year: Where did
Conner Kent come from? Why does Bart Allen
remember everyone but no one else does? How does
it all connect to Jinny Hex's trunk? Plus, Tim Drake
gets a new superhero name! Collects Young Justice
#7-12.

Futurist Cinema
The world's most famous detective. The most brilliant
mind in fiction. But before he became the great
detective, who was young Sherlock Holmes? The
seventh book in a series of mystery adventures
featuring a teenage Sherlock and endorsed by the
Conan Doyle Estate.

Night Break
A caccia di spiriti nelle lande irlandesi. Sherlock si
trova in Irlanda, ma non ci è andato per passare un
periodo di vacanza. Ha accompagnato suo fratello
Mycroft per investigare su Ambrose Albano, un
sensitivo che afferma di poter parlare con gli spiriti di
alcuni agenti segreti morti ed è disposto a offrire al
miglior offerente le sue capacità. Preoccupato di
quello che l’uomo potrebbe divulgare, il Governo
inglese ha dunque incaricato Mycroft di scoprire se il
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medium è davvero in possesso di informazioni
scottanti e pericolose per la sicurezza del Paese ma le
indagini prendono una piega inaspettata quando
qualcuno (o qualcosa) vuol mettere a tacere il
sensitivo. Toccherà di nuovo al giovane investigatore
fare luce sul mistero! Altri titoli della serie: Nube
mortale, Fuoco ribelle, Ghiaccio sporco, Tempesta
assassina, Trappola velenosa, Vendetta mascherata,
Alba traditrice.

Tolstoy Lied
Jeffrey L. Broughton offers an annotated translation of
the Whip for Spurring Students Onward Through the
Chan Barrier Checkpoints, which he abbreviates to
Chan Whip. This anthology is a classic of Chan (Zen)
Buddhism that has served as a Chan handbook in
both China and Japan since its publication in 1600. It
is a compendium of extracts, over eighty percent of
which are drawn from an enormous Chan corpus
dating from the late 800s to about 1600-a survey that
covers most of the history of Chan literature. The rest
of the text consists of complementary extracts from
Buddhist sutras and treatises. The extracts, many of
which are accompanied by Chan master Dahui
Zhuhong's commentary, deliberately eschew abstract
discussions of theory in favor of sermons,
exhortations, sayings, autobiographical narratives,
letters, and anecdotal sketches dealing frankly and
compassionately with the concrete experiences of
lived practice. While there are a number of
publications in English on Zen practice, none contain
the vivid descriptions found within the Chan Whip.
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This translation thus fills a large gap in the Englishlanguage literature on Chan, and by including the
original Chinese text as well Broughton has produced
an invaluable tool for scholars and practitioners alike.

The Pied Piper of Hamelin
Un amico da salvare, un folle intrigo. Il giovane
Sherlock ha il sospetto che il suo istitutore, l'ex
cacciatore di taglie Amycus Crowe, nasconda un
oscuro passato; e quando scopre che il famoso
assassino John Wilkes Booth, creduto morto da tempo,
vive in realtà in Inghilterra e che Crowe è in qualche
modo coinvolto con lui, il ragazzo decide di indagare.
Ha inizio così la seconda avventura del più grande
investigatore di tutti i tempi, che lo porterà dall'altra
parte dell'Atlantico per salvare un amico in pericolo e
sovvertire i piani di distruzione del risorto esercito
confederato. Altri titoli della serie: Nube mortale,
Ghiaccio sporco, Tempesta assassina, Trappola
velenosa, Lama tagliente, Vendetta mascherata, Alba
traditrice.

The Cathedral of Fear
Il mistero avvolge la città dei fantasmi. Da quando il
quattordicenne Sherlock si è trasferito a casa dei suoi
eccentrici zii, la sua vita si è decisamente trasformata
e la sua mente brillante è stata messa a dura prova in
più di un'occasione. Stavolta, però, il mistero che
deve svelare lo lascia del tutto esterrefatto! Il suo
precettore - ed ex-cacciatore di taglie - e la sua
''adorabile'' figlia, Virginia, sono scomparsi senza
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lasciare traccia. Quello che Sherlock non riesce a
capire è il motivo per cui tutti negano di averli mai
conosciuti Seguendo gli indizi lasciati da Crowe, lui e
Matty partiranno per la Scozia, dove si ritroveranno
invischiati in un pericoloso caso di furti di cadaveri!
Altri titoli della serie: Nube mortale, Fuoco ribelle,
Ghiaccio sporco, Trappola velenosa, Lama tagliente,
Vendetta mascherata, Alba traditrice.

Vendetta mascherata. Young Sherlock
Holmes
Irene's family has moved to Evreux, Normandy. Soon
after arriving at her new home, she is approached by
a mysterious woman who mutters some strange
words about Irene's mother being in danger, before
vanishing into thin air. It's just the first in a series of
unsettling events that Irene, Sherlock, and Lupin must
decipher. The three sleuths questions will lead them
to a secret crypt far beneath the streets of Paris and
to an ancient relic that it is rumored to be worth a
fortune. But how far will someone go to obtain the
priceless treasure? Secrets and twists await the young
detectives at every turn as they solve the case of The
Cathedral of Fear.

Death in the Air
'Dog' is a delightful tale, funny and touching in turns,
following the fortunes of an abandoned puppy as he
grows up, fending for himself. Then he meets Plum.
Could she be the mistress of his dreams?
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Stone Cold
Un nemico astuto, un oscuro rompicapo. Deciso a
perfezionare l’istruzione del fratello minore, Mycroft
Holmes decide di mandare Sherlock a vivere a Oxford,
nei pressi del prestigioso college, in modo che il
ragazzo possa abituarsi con largo anticipo alla vita
universitaria e – allo stesso tempo – iniziare a
frequentare le lezioni con l’aiuto di un precettore. Ma
un episodio molto inquietante sta sconvolgendo la
facoltà di medicina: qualcuno è entrato all’obitorio e
ha sottratto parti delle spoglie ai cadaveri utilizzati
dagli studenti per fare pratica di anatomia,
spedendole poi a un indirizzo di Londra. Sherlock è
deciso a far luce su questo mistero e gli indizi lo
porteranno in campagna, fino a Gresham Lodge, una
strana e sinistra tenuta. Altri titoli della serie: Nube
mortale, Fuoco ribelle, Ghiaccio sporco, Tempesta
assassina, Trappola velenosa, Lama tagliente, Alba
traditrice.

Sherlock, Lupin, and Me
Irene Adler, Sherlock Holmes, and Arsène Lupin
planned to reunite in London, but Lupin doesn't show
uphis father, Théophraste, has been arrested for
murder!

1Q84
Here in one binding are both of L. Frank Baum's Santa
Claus stories: The Life and Adventures of Santa Claus,
and A Kidnapped Santa Claus. In The Life and
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Adventures of Santa Claus, Baum gives us a glimpse
into the magical history that surrounds the life story
of Santa Claus. In a A Kidnapped Santa Claus, we find
out what happens when Santa is kidnapped shortly
before Christmas.

Dog
‘Hello, sweetie!’ Melody Pond, Melody Malone, River
SongShe has had many names. Whoever she really is,
this archaeologist and time traveller has had more
adventures (and got into more trouble) than most
people in the universe. And she’s written a lot of it
down. Well, when you’re married to a Time Lord (or
possibly not), you have to keep track of what you did
and when. Especially as it may not actually have
happened to both of you yet. These are just a few of
River Song’s exploits, extracted from her journals.
Sometimes, she is with the Doctor. Sometimes she’s
on her own. But wherever and whenever she may be,
she is never far from danger and excitement. This is
just a tiny portion of her impossible life. But it will
reveal more than you’ve ever known about the legend
that is River Song.

Black Ice
Futurism and early cinema shared a fascination with
dynamic movement and speed, presenting both as
harbingers of an emerging new way of life and new
aesthetic criteria. And the Futurists quickly latched on
to cinema as a device with great potential to
manipulate our perceptions in order to create a new
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world. In the edited collection Futurist Cinema, the
contributors explore that conjunction, bringing in
avant-garde artists and their manifestos to show how
painters and other artists turned to cinema as a
model for overcoming the inherently static nature of
painting in order to rethink it for a new era.

Knife Edge
Una corsa mozzafiato nel regno degli zar. In questa
terza avventura, Sherlock deve mettere il suo
brillante intuito al servizio del fratello maggiore,
Mycroft L'uomo, infatti, è sospettato di omicidio e
rischia l'impiccagione. Per provare la sua innocenza, il
giovane investigatore dovrà andare fino a Mosca, per
inseguire l'unica pista a sua disposizione e scovare il
vero colpevole prima che sia troppo tardi. Altri titoli
della serie: Nube mortale, Fuoco ribelle, Tempesta
assassina, Trappola velenosa, Lama tagliente,
Vendetta mascherata, Alba traditrice.

The Mystery of the Scarlet Rose
Una minaccia scuote l’estremo Oriente. Dopo essere
stato rapito e costretto a imbarcarsi su un bastimento
in partenza per l’Estremo Oriente, l’imprudente
Sherlock - separato dai suoi amici, dal fidato
precettore e dal fratello Mycroft – dovrà cavarsela da
solo nell’esotica Shanghai. Affronterà una ciurma di
pirati, incontrerà due nuovi compagni, imparerà le arti
marziali e dovrà fare luce su un mistero che potrebbe
scatenare addirittura un conflitto tra Stati Uniti e Cina:
tre uomini, in tre differenti zone della città, sono stati
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inspiegabilmente uccisi dallo stesso serpente. Chi li
voleva morti, e perché? Sherlock dovrà utilizzare tutto
il suo straordinario intuito per risolvere il caso prima
che sia troppo tardi. Altri titoli della serie: Nube
mortale, Fuoco ribelle, Ghiaccio sporco, Tempesta
assassina, Lama tagliente, Vendetta mascherata, Alba
traditrice.

Night Break: Young Sherlock Holmes 8
Delitti, misteri e azione. Raccolte in un unico volume,
le prime due emozionanti indagini dell’investigatore
più famoso e sconsiderato di tutti i tempi. Primo caso.
Nube mortale Inghilterra, 1868. Le giornate del
giovane Sherlock sono straordinariamente monotone:
in collegio riceve un’istruzione classica e lezioni di
buone maniere per diventare un cittadino modello
dell’Impero britannico. Per lui si prospetta un’estate
noiosissima, ospite nella tenuta dei suoi eccentrici zii,
fino a quando un misterioso omicidio non viene a
turbare la tranquillità della campagna inglese. I
cadaveri di due uomini, ritrovati a breve distanza
l’uno dall’altro, sono ricoperti di strane pustole che
farebbero pensare a un’epidemia, se non fosse che la
causa della loro morte non ha nulla di naturale.
Incurante del pericolo e incoraggiato dal suo
precettore, un americano dal passato di “cacciatore di
fuorilegge”, Sherlock inizia a investigare per portare
alla luce un diabolico piano di distruzione. Comincia
così la sua prima sfida contro uno dei suoi più
acerrimi e geniali nemici, dove rapimenti,
inseguimenti e sabotaggi si susseguono a ritmo
incalzante. Secondo caso. Fuoco ribelle Il giovane
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Sherlock ha il sospetto che il suo istitutore, l’ex
cacciatore di taglie Amyus Crowe, nasconda un
oscuro passato; e quando scopre che il famoso sicario
John Wilkes Booth, creduto morto da tempo, vive in
realtà in Inghilterra e che Crowe è in qualche modo
coinvolto con lui, il ragazzo decide di indagare. Ha
inizio così la seconda avventura del più grande
investigatore di tutti i tempi, che lo porterà dall’altra
parte dell’Atlantico per salvare un amico in pericolo e
sovvertire i piani di distruzione del risorto esercito
confederato.

L. Frank Baum's Book of Santa Claus
A latest entry in the high-action series finds teen
Sherlock Holmes battling for his life while struggling
to learn the fates of his missing companions.

Knife Edge: Young Sherlock Holmes 6
The long-awaited magnum opus from Haruki
Murakami, in which this revered and bestselling
author gives us his hypnotically addictive, mindbending ode to George Orwell's 1984. The year is
1984. Aomame is riding in a taxi on the expressway,
in a hurry to carry out an assignment. Her work is not
the kind that can be discussed in public. When they
get tied up in traffic, the taxi driver suggests a bizarre
'proposal' to her. Having no other choice she agrees,
but as a result of her actions she starts to feel as
though she is gradually becoming detached from the
real world. She has been on a top secret mission, and
her next job leads her to encounter the superhuman
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founder of a religious cult. Meanwhile, Tengo is
leading a nondescript life but wishes to become a
writer. He inadvertently becomes involved in a
strange disturbance that develops over a literary
prize. While Aomame and Tengo impact on each other
in various ways, at times by accident and at times
intentionally, they come closer and closer to meeting.
Eventually the two of them notice that they are
indispensable to each other. Is it possible for them to
ever meet in the real world?

Rebel Fire
Fumi finds out that she has both a White Queen and a
Black Queen inside of her, and she must train her
mind and body in order to become the true Queen.
Kyutaro vows to protect Fumi, but will he be able to
do anything when other gatekeepers go after her
power? -- VIZ Media

Snake Bite
Due cadaveri, un indimenticabile eroe Inghilterra,
1868. Le giornate del giovane Sherlock Holmes sono
straordinariamente monotone: in collegio riceve
un'istruzione classica e lezioni di buone maniere, per
diventare un cittadino prototipo dell'Impero
britannico. Per lui si prospetta un estate noiosissima,
ospite nella tenuta dei suoi eccentrici zii, fino a
quando un misterioso omicidio non viene a turbare la
tranquillità della campagna inglese. I cadaveri di due
uomini sono ricoperti da strane pustole che farebbero
pensare a un'epidemia, se non fosse che la causa
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della loro morte non ha nulla di naturale. Incurante
del pericolo e incoraggiato dal suo precettore,
Sherlock inizia a investigare per portare alla luce un
diabolico piano di distruzione. Comincia così la sua
prima sfida contro uno dei suoi più acerrimi nemici,
dove rapimenti, inseguimenti e sabotaggi si
susseguono a ritmo incalzante. Altri titoli della serie:
Fuoco ribelle, Ghiaccio sporco, Tempesta assassina,
Trappola velenosa, Lama tagliente, Vendetta
mascherata, Alba traditrice.

Mind Over Water
Teen Sherlock battles a monstrous adversary on a
mission to Ireland with his brilliant brother, Mycroft.
Young Sherlock is thrown into a tangled web involving
a spiritualist whose powers have attracted the
attention of governments around the world. At the
castle where the medium is demonstrating his "gift,"
Sherlock finds a household in turmoil. Servants and
some of the guests are frightened but who--or
what?--has terrified them so much that nobody will
speak out? Young Sherlock must bring all his powers
of deduction to bear in unraveling his greatest
mystery yet. Sherlock Holmes: Think you know him?
Think again.

The Soprano's Last Song
Fourteen-year-old Sherlock Holmes knows that Amyus
Crowe, his mysterious American tutor, has some dark
secrets. But he didn't expect to find John Wilkes
Booth, the notorious assassin, apparently alive and
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well in England—and Crowe somehow mixed up in it.
When no one will tell you the truth, sometimes you
have to risk all to discover it for yourself. And so
begins an adventure that will take Sherlock across the
Atlantic, to the center of a deadly web—where a
friend is in peril and a defeated army threatens to rise
again. Andrew Lane's exciting second case for the
teenage Sherlock leads the young detective to
America, straight into the heart of a shocking
conspiracy.

Ghiaccio sporco. Young Sherlock Holmes
In recent years, there has been an explosion of critical
interest in the icons, genres and traditions of 1970s
Italian cult film. Thanks to the international success of
directors such as Dario Argento and Sergio Martino,
and the influential giallo (thriller) cycle in which they
worked, these unconventional and often controversial
films are now impacting on new generations of
filmmakers, scholars and moviegoers alike. Bodies of
Desire and Bodies in Distress: The Golden Age of
Italian Cult Cinema 1970–1985 considers the current
interest in specific Italian directors and cult genres,
exploring the social, political and cultural factors that
spawned a decade of cinema dominated by extreme,
yet stylish, images of sexuality and violence. Bodies
of Desire and Bodies in Distress situates the explosion
of 1970s Italian cult ‘excess’ against the toxic
backdrop of political violence and terrorist activity
that produced shocking images of carnage and crime
during this period. The volume also considers why the
iconography of the sexually liberated female became
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recast as a symbol of fear and violation in a range of
Italian cult film narratives. In addition, the book also
analyses how longstanding regional distinctions
between Italy’s urban North and the much maligned
rural South fed into sex and death cycles produced
between 1970 and 1985. Bodies of Desire and Bodies
in Distress profiles leading 1970s Italian directors and
performers including Aristide Massaccesi (Joe
D’Amato), Laura Gemser, and Dario Argento (who also
provides an interview discussing his work and 1970s
Italian society). The volume also provides casestudies of the giallo cycle, rape and revenge dramas,
the Italian rogue cop series, post-apocalypse films,
barbarian movies, and sex comedy formats. By
considering the icons and genres from the golden age
of Italian cult film alongside the crucial social and
sexual tensions that influenced their creation, this
book will be of interest to film scholars and cult movie
fans alike.

Nube mortale. Young Sherlock Holmes
Irene's family has moved to Evreux, Normandy. Soon
after arriving at her new home, she is approached by
a mysterious woman who mutters some strange
words about Irene's mother being in danger, before
vanishing into thin air. It's just the first in a series of
unsettling events that Irene, Sherlock, and Lupin must
decipher. The three sleuths questions will lead them
to a secret crypt far beneath the streets of Paris and
to an ancient relic that it is rumored to be worth a
fortune. But how far will someone go to obtain the
priceless treasure? Secrets and twists await the young
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detectives at every turn as they solve the case of The
Cathedral of Fear.

Eye of the Wolf
Young Sherlock Holmes is in Ireland to solve his sixth
intriguing mystery Something sinister is afoot in the
house in the west of Ireland in which Sherlock is
staying. There are frightened whisperings among the
servants and the house's owners are clearly scared.
But who - or what? - has terrified them so much that
nobody will speak out? Young Sherlock must bring all
his powers of deduction to unravelling his greatest
mystery yet. Another fast-paced, brilliantly plotted
adventure as teenage Sherlock investigates a new
crime and comes up against a fresh crop of sinister,
clever criminals.

Lama tagliente. Young Sherlock Holmes
Sherlock Holmes, Arsene Lupin, and Irene Adler meet
up in London only to find a strange chess problem in
the Times signed by "The Black Friar." It's written in
an unknown code which Sherlock is eager to solve.
The next day, the city is rocked by the news of a rich
merchant found murdered. On the merchant's desk
was scarlet rose: the same flower used as the calling
card for a brazen criminal group that haunted the
streets of London twenty years ago. Could the Scarlet
Rose Gang be back? Find out in this ebook from the
Sherlock, Lupin and Me series.

禪關策進
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Un folle duello all’ombra delle piramidi. Casa Holmes
è sconvolta da due tragiche notizie: la madre di
Sherlock è morta e il padre è scomparso in India.
Preoccupati per la salute mentale di Emma – la loro
unica sorella –, Sherlock e Mycroft si precipitano a
Holmes Lodge nel tentativo di rimettere insieme quel
che resta della famiglia Ma il mistero sembra
inseguire il giovane investigatore: durante una visita
di cortesia al fidanzato di Emma, il padrone di casa
svanisce nel nulla! Dov’è andato a finire? E che
collegamento c’è tra la sua sparizione e l’imponente
canale che i francesi stanno costruendo in Egitto e
che cambierà le sorti del commercio mondiale? Tra
partenze improvvise, lezioni di scherma e vecchie
conoscenze, proseguono le avventure del detective
più famoso di tutti i tempi. Altri titoli della serie: Nube
mortale, Fuoco ribelle, Ghiaccio sporco, Tempesta
assassina, Trappola velenosa, Lama tagliente,
Vendetta mascherata.

Bodies of Desire and Bodies in Distress
In this wise and thrilling book, Criag Lambert turns
rowing--personal discipline, modern Olympic sport,
grand collegiate tradition--into a metaphor for a
vigorous and satisfying life.

Alba traditrice. Young Sherlock Holmes
Tolstoy famously wrote, “Happy families are all alike;
every unhappy family is unhappy in its own way.” To
Tracy Farber, thirty-three, happily single, headed for
tenure at a major university, and content to build a
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life around friends and work, this celebrated maxim is
questionable at best. Because if Tolstoy is to be taken
at his word, only unhappiness is interesting;
happiness must be as placid and unmemorable as a
daisy in a field of a thousand daisies. Having decided
to reject the petty indignities of dating, Tracy focuses
instead on her secret project: to determine whether
happiness can be interesting, in literature and in life,
or whether it can be—must be—a plant with thorns
and gnarled roots. It's an unfashionable proposition,
and a potential threat to her job security. But Tracy is
her own best example of a happy and interesting life.
Little does she know, however, that her best proof will
come when she falls for George, who will challenge all
of her old assumptions, as love proves to be even
more complicated than she had imagined. Can this
young feminist scholar, who posits that "a woman's
independence is a hothouse flower—improbable, rare,
requiring vigilance," find happiness in a way that
fulfills both her head and her heart? Love may be the
ultimate cliché, but in Rachel Kadish’s hands, it is also
a morally serious question, deserving of our sober
attention as well as our delighted laughter.

Death Cloud
With reference to 20th century Indian English
literature with special reference to gender identity.

Young Justice Vol. 2: Lost in the
Multiverse
Another fast-paced, brilliantly plotted adventure in
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Andrew Lane's Young Sherlock series, as the teenage
Sherlock Holmes investigates a new crime and comes
up against a fresh crop of sinister, clever crooks.
Sherlock's mother has died, his father has
disappeared in India and his sister is acting strangely.
The Holmes family seems to be falling apart, and not
even brother Mycroft can keep it together. But while
Sherlock is worrying about all of this, a man living
nearby vanishes in his own house while Sherlock and
Mycroft are visiting. Where did he go, and what is the
connection with a massive canal being built in Egypt?
The answer will rock the world, and tear the Holmes
family apart!

Tempesta assassina. Young Sherlock
Holmes
With this first book in Russell Brand’s Trickster Tales
series, the famed comedian, actor, and bestselling
author delivers a hilarious retelling of an old fairytale
favorite that will appeal to adults and children alike.
Once upon a time, long ago, in a time that seemed, to
those present, exactly like now except their teeth
weren’t so clean and more things were wooden, there
was a town called Hamelin. The people of Hamelin
were a pompous bunch who loved themselves and
their town so much that if it were possible they would
have spent all day zipped up in a space suit smelling
their own farts. But space suits hadn’t been invented
yet so they couldn’t. Then one day without warning a
gang of rats bowled into the town and began causing
a right rumpus… So begins Russell Brand’s wildly
funny and surprisingly wise retelling of the classic tale
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The Pied Piper of Hamelin. Whether you’re a kid or a
grown-up kid, you’ll be chuckling the whole way
through this zany story that bypasses Brand’s more
adult humor for the outrageous, the madcap, and the
just plain silly. Maybe you’ve heard about the Pied
Piper before, with his strange music and those
pompous townspeople and pesky rats. Or maybe you
haven’t. But one thing is for sure: you’ve never heard
it quite like this.

Undead and Unappreciated
Sherlock's mother has died, his father has
disappeared in India and his sister is acting strangely.
The Holmes family seems to be falling apart, and not
even brother Mycroft can keep it together. But while
Sherlock is worrying about all of this, a man living
nearby vanishes in his own house while Sherlock and
Mycroft are visiting. Where did he go, and what is the
connection with a massive canal being built in Egypt?
The answer will rock the world, and tear the Holmes
family apart! Another fast-paced, brilliantly plotted
adventure in Andrew Lane's Young Sherlock series as
the teenage Sherlock Holmes investigates a new
crime and comes up against a fresh crop of sinister,
clever crooks.

Queen’s Quality
In 1868, teenaged Sherlock Holmes faces danger in a
train station for the dead, a museum of curiousities,
and downtown Moscow as he helps his brother,
Mycroft, who has been framed for murder.
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Doctor Who: The Legends of River Song
A classic, essential read by master storyteller Daniel
Pennac, with a new foreword written by Michael
Morpurgo. The wolf has lost nearly everything on his
journey to the zoo, including an eye and his beloved
pack. The boy too has lost much and seen many
terrible things. They stand eye to eye on either side of
the wolf's enclosure and, slowly, each makes his own
extraordinary story known to the other

Fire Storm
It is the summer of 1868, and Sherlock Holmes is
fourteen. On break from boarding school, he is
staying with eccentric strangers—his uncle and
aunt—in their vast house in Hampshire. When two
local people die from symptoms that resemble the
plague, Holmes begins to investigate what really
killed them, helped by his new tutor, an American
named Amyus Crowe. So begins Sherlock's true
education in detection, as he discovers the dastardly
crimes of a brilliantly sinister villain of exquisitely
malign intent.

Fuoco ribelle. Young Sherlock Holmes
Kidnapped and taken to China, teenage Sherlock finds
himself plunged into the heart of a deadly mystery.
How can three men be bitten by the same poisonous
snake in different parts of Shanghai? Who wants them
dead, and why? The answers seem to lie in a message
hidden in a diagram that looks like a spider's web. But
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solving one puzzle only leads to an even more urgent
question: What has all this got to do with a plot to
blow up an American warship? To unravel the strands
that entangle him, Sherlock must brave terrors
greater than any he has faced before. Sherlock
Holmes: Think you know him? Think again.

Young Sherlock Holmes. Le origini
The newly crowned queen of the undead, fashionsavvy Betsy Taylor continues her reluctant reign while
trying to uncover the truth about some troublesome
family secrets. Reprint.
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